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CONTEXT FOR BBF WORK

2014 is defined by the economists as another lost year, when the economy started to improve, but
politicians made it worse again. 2014 was extremely negative for Bulgaria - the year of political instability,
suspended reforms, badly managed budget, deficit spending and bank crisis. And at the end of this critical
year our loan rating was reduced to levels, we have not had even during the most severe recession in 20092010. Many things have been known after the end of this year, but few lessons learned.
For BBF 2014 started violently in defence of our favourite Strandja. A decision of the SAC and Ministry of
Regional Development put on the agenda again one
forgotten over the years problem – constructions in
park areas. Protests against the adoption of the Master
Plan of Tsarevo municipality were organised all over
the country. We were very active and lead the protests
in Sofia and Burgas. The issue about Strandja National
Park Management Plan and our participation in it was
again raised, this time even in Parliament and
personally by the Minister of Environment and Water.
We continued working on it, especially with Malko
Tarnovo Municipality.
At the same time Stefan Zlatarov, a Strandja NP Director of long standing, was forced to resign and his
successor became Petko Nanchev. After the change the Directorate started slowly, but surely to regress.
Maya Radeva, Balgarka NP manager, was controversially sacked, and an owner of a logging company was
hired. Central Balkan NP Directorate was headed by Movement for Rights and Freedom (MRF) activist. We
supported all of them and together with the other members of For the Nature in Bulgaria Coalition,
denounced the political appointments and dismissals and raised uncomfortable issues such as the
qualification of the newly recruited staff, parks budget, etc.
During the year we again raised Karadere protection issue - old plans and projects for the destruction of the
virgin territory were again presented to the public. New civil protests broke and we were committed to
make a complaint against one of the investors in this area. As a result of our actions, the building permit
was stopped by the Ministry of Environment and Water.
In general the civil society sector proved in 2014, that it had the potential to commit energy and resources
to unite local communities to address important issues. At the same time the situation of NGO funding is
not so optimistic:
 The main source of resources remains project initiatives, calling into question the guarantee of
sustainability of the otherwise good ideas of NGOs;
 According to the Civil Society Sustainability Index, Bulgaria is ranked on par with Albania,
Kazakhstan and Macedonia according to the financial sustainability indicator, although it is
assumed its ranking be much higher, given the fact it has developed a democratic country with an
active civil society;
 Unlike Macedonia, Montenegro, Kosovo, Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria doesn’t
have a department at the executive power, responsible for the policy of civil society organizations
development. Eventually this gives a clear answer to the question, whether and how the state
recognizes, as its commitment, the sustainable development of civil society organizations and
respects their role as a statement of citizenship in decision-making and corrective of state priorities
in the different sector policies.
Despite the unfavourable financial conditions and lack of clear government policy for the sector
development and partnership with civil society organizations, there is a clear tendency to increase the
citizens’ confidence in civil society organizations and seek their cooperation in solving important life
problems. The majority of the Bulgarian population is willing to appeal for assistance exactly to NGOs and ¾
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of the people have a positive assessment and attitude towards civil society organizations and believe that
their existence is important for public life.
2014 was a relatively good and stable year for BBF, with little problems and many achievements.
Currently, BBF has nine ongoing projects, three of which were won in 2014. 19 people work full time at the
Foundation and we have two new memberships in international initiatives - Green Belt (P. Tsvetkov was
elected at the Board of the new European Association) and Rewilding Europe.
II. REVIEW OF BFB EXECUTIVE BUREAU (EB) WORK
A good balance was achieved at the Foundation (avoiding any internal problems and tensions) during R.
Ivanova, the Foundation Executive Director, maternity leave - R. Tzenova, a member of the Executive Bureau
(EB), was appointed as an interim director and another Foundation member, D. Zhivkova was asked to
support the administrative work. At the same time J. Dineva, who returned from maternity leave was
actively involved in the EB work and also supported the other members’ activities.
The old practice of weekly team meetings was restored, which significantly improved the communication
within the team, allowing the work of each expert and the status of every project implementation to be
presented and evaluated. The meetings also help information to be exchanged even among the Foundation
distant offices, which often feel disconnected or neglected by the central office. Detailed minutes of the
meetings are prepared and sent to all BBF staff, in order to be informed also those, who don’t have the
opportunity to be at the regular Monday meetings at 10.00 (there are available 33 minutes for 2014). BBF
Google calendar is created, filled in regularly, which also improved the communication within the team.
Executive Bureau meetings are held monthly or in case of emergency.
The BBF Board met twice in 2014 – the first meeting
was on March 25th, regarding annual reports
discussion and admission. The second one was on
October 29th, regarding BBF current situation, 6
months after the maternity leave of the Executive
Director.
In parallel two important strategic team meetings
were held in 2014 - one on April 15th, at BBF Central
Office and the second one on November 2nd, in Yaev
hotel near Karlovo before the GIS training.
At the first meeting the team changes were discussed - who is who at the moment and how the Foundation
will work in the coming year. Opportunities for new projects were discussed. Several important decisions
were taken:
 To register a Biodiversity Ltd company, as its manager to be appointed D. Jivkova. St. Avramov to
prepare a business plan to be presented to the Board. After talks with Nada Tosheva and BSPB for
the problems with their companies’ management, the decision was postponed.
 K. Angelova will be responsible for the financial discipline in BBF and will be informed about all cash
flow – what is paid for the projects, what funds are being received, etc. in order to have some
financial order. Katya will prepare financial tables, which she anyway needs for OPE and Dessy will
help her.
 Every three months to review the BBF staff at Executive Bureau meetings, to avoid tension within
the team.
 EB to take a decision about FiBank accounts.
 To organize BBF internal training on Ministry Decree 55.
 Organization chart be developed in order to analyze and assess the team commitments and
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spending on all BBF projects.
At the second meeting we discussed some of the problems, raised in April and particular attention was paid
to the accounting issues, the need for weekly presence of our accountant in Sofia office and wage levels.
Very important topic was the preliminary control of the projects (we apply at), in order to ensure the
financial stability of the foundation for their future implementation. BBF activities directions were also
updated.
Key experts were attracted to BBF team and 3 our babies were born. Finally the website of BBF has been
updated and now has a new, contemporary look and contains all information of BBF.
We participated in consortium with Biosphere EOOD-Central Balkan Civil Movement in the preparation of
Central Balkan National Park Management plan. After the meetings with stakeholders, a public discussion
was held on March 11th, 2014 in Gabrovo, which was very successful. The plan was presented at MoEW in
April and till the end of the year there was no reaction from their side, although we sent several letters to
them.
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III. REVIEW OF THE REGULAR BBF ACTIVITIES
1. Green Belt and Natura 2000
BBF got involved in the establishment of the European Green belt Association, registered in Germany. This
happened as a natural continuation of the BBF former activities in the region of the Green belt and the
participation of the Coordinative group for the European Green belt initiative. The BBF Association
representative is also a member of its Executive bureau. Challenges, such as provision of sustainable funding of
the coordination of the initiative and inclusion of the Green belt in the policies and the funding mechanisms of
the EU, should be overcome in the near future.
Comments for improvement of the National Priority Framework for Action for Natura 2000 (NPFA) were sent,
related to the necessity of development of a program for land purchase and the inadequate prioritization of the
species within the framework. This position was also defended during the third round table of the NPFA.

Assistance was provided for note creation and submission, related to the lack of ecological assessment of
Tzarevo municipality master plan to the European parliament member Svetoslav Malinov. This issue led to a
quick reaction of the European Commission and the Bulgarian government rejected the master plan proposal,
thus another attempt for integrity violation of Strandja Nature Park was avoided.
An alternative analysis of part of Republic of Bulgaria report, related to article 17 of Habitat Directive was made
and written statements were handed in to the European Commission as part of the public discussion of the
report. These statements led to subsequent assessment of the status of several mammal species.
2. Protected areas and species
During November 2014 BBF participated in the Scientific Advisory Board
at National Park Central Balkan, as well as in meetings for preliminary
presentation of Pirin NP Management plan. We also developed a
campaign against the suggested possibilities for increase of logging and
hunting permission in the National Park.
BBF cooperated in the development of a summary article for the
capercellie in National Geographic. We submitted a note to MoEW for
found dead lesser redbread and white-fronted geese in Durankulak Lake
in February, 2014.
We took part in two meetings of the interdepartmental work group on
Chamois action plan. We also submitted comments on the lesser
redbreasted goose action plan. We organized an excursion to Kerkini in
the period of 11-12.01.2014 for all sympathizers, who attended BBF
lectures at the Biological faculty. In November we also participated in
experience exchange for Chamois monitoring in Western Rhodopes
together with the Hunting Societies Federation in Northern Greece.
3. BBF PR and Educational activities in 2014
During the year we strengthened the campaigns, which had become our trademark as Annual Biodiversity
Awards and Winter Belasitza, celebrated Atanasovsko lake name day and birthday, organized exhibitions,
which presented the beauty and value of the protected areas and territories. We used all interesting
activities of our projects and participated in numerous green events.
Seventh Winter Belasitza, 14-16 of February - for the seventh year the traditional Winter Belasitza
Mountain, gastronomical and folklore and ethnographic tour was successfully held. The march to Mount
Kongur involved 33 people, including family from Lake Kerkini (Greece) area and a young American from
New York. The event included a visit to Belasitsa Natural Park Information Centre in the village of Kolarovo,
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warm welcome of Kongur chalet and guest houses in the villages and Samuilovo and Yavornitsa, a recital of
the Yavornitsa library female folk group, etc. The group enjoyed the warm weather and gathered incredible
memories of its adventure.
2014 Annual Biodiversity Awards
The spirit of the Annual Biodiversity Awards was really
festive. The event started at 3 pm on October 28th and
continued well into the night. The official ceremony was
hosted by the European Commission Representation Office.
The conference hall could barely hold all the nominees and
the audience was eager to hear who the winners in the five
categories were. This year beside the jury awards, there was
also a public voting campaign on Facebook. The Jury of the
Awards consisted of Boyan Petrov, patron of the event and
chairman of the jury, Iva Doychinova, Valery Yordanov,
Georgi Gospodinov and Krassimira Velichkova. Together
with thousands of supporters and fans they selected the
following winners:
1. Most successful campaign for biodiversity conservation. The award went to the campaign of Yaylata
Archaeological Reserve protection. The nomination won the hearts both of the jury as well as public.
2. Best journalist/media for the cause of
Bulgarian nature conservation. For the second
time in a row the jury awarded two nominees in
this category: the Offnews website was awarded
Best Media, while Marina Evgenieva from bTV
received the Best Journalist Award for her film,
The Strandzha Saga. The Audience Award went to
last year’s winner in this category, Bivol news
website, with more than 200 votes.
3. Activist for nature. Choosing from the 14
nominations in this category proved the hardest
for the Jury. Eventually they awarded Dimitar
Vassilev – Velin of his long standing efforts to inspire hundreds of people for conservation. Ivan Kamburov
from Strandzha Nature Park received a Special Award. The Audience Award went to Lubomila Krivoshieva
who won with 486 votes online thanks to her dedicated work in wildlife rescue.
4. Politician with the greatest attitude towards the Bulgarian nature – the most competitive category. The
award went to Svetoslav Malinov for his efforts in alerting the European Parliament about overbuilding on
the Bulgarian Black Sea Coast, the Coral Camping Site case and the Tsarevo Municipality Land-Use Plan. The
Audience Award was received by the local authority of the village of Kaynardzha for prioritizing
environment protection and biodiversity conservation.
5. Business in support of biodiversity. This year the list of nominees in this category included not only big
companies with socially responsible programmes but small-scale producers and eco farms too. The Jury
chose to award MTel for their MTel Eco Grant Programme. The public support went to a small family
business: the award was received by Divata Ferma (Wild Farm) Guest House in the village of Gorno pole,
Eastern Rhodope Mountain.
All winners received a special medal from Chiprovtsi – a cow-bell; the Jury also distributed several 500 leva
prizes. During the ceremony guests could enjoy tasty food from the Balkan Mountain, the exhibition
NATURA 2000: the Best of Nature from Bulgaria and Europe and the elegant ethno-jazz performance of
Assen & Milena Band. A special presentation revealed more about each of our nominees as in BBF we
believe that even though each award ceremony has to have its winners, it is important to demonstrate and
appreciate good deeds generally – by people, organizations, media and politicians who care for our nature.
After the official ceremony the party moved to MAZE Club where, the nominees and the winners from each
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category were presented. Ostava rock band dedicated their concert to the event as a gesture to all nature
lovers.
Photo exhibitions
In 2014 we have organized two photo exhibitions - Natura 2000 - the best of Bulgarian and European
nature, financed by CEEWEB and Amazing Belasitza - part of Belasitza beyond borders project activities. Our
Natura 2000 - the best of nature in Bulgaria and Europe exhibition shows the protected areas beauty in our
country and calls for their actual protection. The exhibition was opened in August and enjoyed a very good
reception among visitors at the Ivan Vazov National Theatre city garden, the Sea casino in Burgas, Beglika
Fest, Sofia Zoo, Nature Museum of History and Challenge Days in Sofia.
BBF at green events
Much of our PR activities during the year were
mainly related to our projects: For the Balkan and
people, Salt of Life, Belasitza beyond borders, etc.
Thanks to them we participated successfully and
attractively in the traditional green events as Green
Days, Uzana Fest, Beglika Fest, etc.
We took part in new exhibitions and festivals such
as Europe on the Road: Empowering citizens and
sustainable development" travelling university in the
town of Chiprovtzi (May, 19th – May, 24th), Career
with Cause Forum in Sofia (May, 31st), PE> ЛA>KC
PROJECT in Sofia (June, 21st), World Day of GIS
technologies in Sofia (November, 19th), etc. These
colourful events acquainted us with the most diverse audience and spread our messages for the nature
protection beyond our traditional environments. We created new and successful partnerships, which will
use in the future. Again we supported the Chestnut Festival (October, 25th), organized for a third year of
Belasitsa NPD and Zelenika Festival of Strandja NP, in which we actively participated like every year.
We celebrated important national and international events such as Atanasovsko Lake Name day (January,
18th); World Wetlands Day (February 2nd), World Day of Migrating Birds (May, 10th–11th); World Biodiversity
Day (May, 22nd), Atanasovsko Lake Birthday (August, 12th) as we organized press conferences, games,
holidays and interesting discussions.
BBF and Volunteering
During the year we enjoyed the ideas and enthusiasm
of young volunteers, engaged in various tasks and
activities. Thanks to our participation in a partnership
program with AIESEC International, one of the largest
student organizations, Vit Barger (or simply Vitya) from
the Czech Republic came to visit us. He helped us with
our numerous events, participated in Mown a Pasture –
Save an Orchid voluntary action, Salt Festival, etc. GIS:
Civil Activity, Information Systems and Preserved Nature
project attracted Kristian Alexandrov, Catherine
Tomova and Nadia Pavlova, who did very valuable work in preparing our GIS platform. Our Participation for
Nature Project allowed us to organize volunteer practices, thanks to which we found exceptional
individuals, who would help us also next year. For the Balkan and the People project we organized several
volunteers actions at the project area, during which we were inspired by the energy, desire and skills of
young people willing to devote their time and skills to our causes. The project team also participated at the
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Career Cause forum on the 30th and 31st of May, where we presented various volunteer applications to
support the work of the For the Nature Coalition. Throughout the year BBF continued its activities as a
coordinator of the For the Nature in Bulgaria Coalition, by organizing regular workshops, a t-shirts (with a
message to the sea) design competition. It also made promotional materials to support Coalition cause and
activities, etc. We maintained the Coalition voluntary activities and took part in the negotiations and
signing of a Memorandum of Responsible Tourism and Protected Nature, which marked the beginning of a
long-term cooperation between conservation and tourism organizations (17th of July).
Printed materials and Media work
We developed and published a Wetlands National Action Plan (2013 2022) in Bulgarian and English.
We set our calendar theme for 2015 - Atanasovsko Lake. The calendar
was developed under the Salt of Life Project and photos were selected
from a photo-fest, dedicated to Atanasovsko Lake wonders.
BBF team had many media appearances – at some projects and
related to conservation case studies throughout the year - BNR, bTV,
Nova TV, BNR, Focus, Darik, Dnevnik, and many regional media
(especially in the region of Burgas, Blagoevgrad, etc). We continued
our successful partnership with Zelen Dnevnik, which become our
media partner at the Annual Biodiversity Awards and also published
exciting photo stories and photo galleries, throughout the year, with
pictures of our Natura 2000 - best photos of the Bulgarian and
European Nature Exhibition, the winners of Natura 2000 photo
contest, jointly organized with CEEWEB for Biodiversity; protected
species of Shabla and Durankulak lakes and other fantastic photos of
St. Avramov.
2014 brought us a new, redesigned site www.bbf.biodiversity.bg with new and updated structure, including the directions in which we manage our current projects and
campaigns, gallery, link with social networks, etc.
BBF continued its partnership with Bulgarian and foreign organizations - BSPB, Green Balkans, Balkani
Society, APB, Norwegian Environment Agency, CEEWEB, Euronature, European Green Belt, Pro Natura, SDC,
DBU, Macedonian and Greek partners, Romanian, Ukrainian and others.
Educational activities
For the ninth consecutive year Student Activities of Bulgarian Biodiversity Foundation continue to take
place. Weekly presentations on various nature conservation topics have been held at the Biodiversity
course of the St. Kliment Ohridski Sofia University Biology faculty, during which the best experts submit an
update on a given topic. The course is becoming increasingly popular and the audience becomes more
diversified: teachers, researchers, experts, students, environmentalists, people of different professions,
united by the interest to explore the nature and its conservation problems. The average number of
participants is about 60, as there are presentations, which are visited by up to 180 people.
Besides Bulgarian experts we attracted popular lecturers from abroad as: Mr. Guy Shorok - investigating
specialist at the Royal Society for the Protection of Birds; Bjorn Arne Naess - expert from the Norwegian
Environment Agency and Boris Erg - Director of IUCN Programme Office for South-Eastern Europe, etc.
We continued to support students, dedicated their thesis on the nature protection. In 2014 we were able
to finance seven theses – one for development of Atanasovsko Lake region, two for the Balkan region and 4
for Belasica. In the end of 2014 we again organized a theses competition, but the selection will be made
next year.
Between 21st and 26th of July we organized enthusiastic young people from Bulgaria, Greece and
Macedonia to visit the Lake Kerkini National Park International Youth Camp - a Paradise for Nature Lovers,
as we presented them more information about Kerkini Lake and its region. In 2014 the Student Camp for
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the Balkan took place from 1st to 6th of August in Uzana (Gabrovo) around the Gorski Dom hut at the border
between Central Balkan National Park and Bulgarka Nature Park. The camp was attended by 25 students
from different universities.
IV. BBF BRANCHES ANNUAL OPERATION
1. Belasitza Branch
In 2014 Belasitza Branch team continued its work
on the Belasitza beyond Borders - Balkan Green
Belt Cross-Border Cooperation project. All project
activities were implemented jointly with partners
from the Belasitsa Nature Park, Lake Kerkini
National Park - Greece, Planetum Ecological
Society - Macedonia and Foundation EuronaturGermany.
In the beginning of 2014 a Research for
development
opportunities
of
Ossogovo
Transboundary Biosphere Reserve Project was
launched, co-financed by the European Union
under the Pre-Accession Assistance Measure - Bulgaria and Macedonia Transboundary Cooperation
Programme.
We continued our work on updating and developing Belasitsa portal - www.belasitsa.com. In 2014 all available
information in the portal was updated, as most of it translated in English, and new information blocks were
developed about the Greek part of the area. In 2015 a total update of the portal will be completed, as well as its
English version will be launched.
In October, 2014 we helped Belasitsa Nature Park Directorate to organize the Chestnut Festival third edition, as
we also participated in it.
The Branch participated at the Belasitsa Nature Park Advisory Board meetings.
We promoted Belasitsa region and the need for preservation of South-West Bulgaria unique nature through
several appearances in regional media programs.
We participated in the Prospects for Biological and Cultural Diversity along the European Green Belt
international conference in Germany.

2. Strandja Branch
The Branch continued its work on maintaining and developing partnerships with Strandja NP Directorate,
although BBF currently don’t have a project in this area. We led the protests in Burgas against the Tsarevo
Master Plan in January, participated in meetings with various interested people and organizations, including the
Burgas Governor - Pavel Marinov. Dozens of interviews on regional and national media were given. The Branch
Manager was elected to the Strandja Park Public
Consultative Council and participated in more
than 5 meetings on Sustainable Planning and
Management of Strandja Nature Park Project,
financed by OPE 2007-2013. We participated in
joint meetings on Strandja Nature Park MP
update with Malko Tarnovo and Tsarevo
Municipalities, NPD and other interested. We
took part in the discussion of the Park strategy
for ecological tourism.
J. Dineva supported us on the transfer project of
nominating Strandja as a biosphere park, within
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the Klaus Toepfer German Training Program for Young Leaders in Conservation (BfN, 2015).
We participated in the Zelenika Festival in Rezovo on 2nd and 3rd of May, where we met various interested
parties.
Our representative took part in the third edition of Terra Madre Balkans from 19th to 21st of June, 2014 in
Dubrovnik, organized by KinoOkus and Slow Food.
We supported the campaign against the closure of Strandja NPD office in Tsarevo in July.
The branch was actively involved in the announcement campaign of Bulgarian Black Sea Coast National Park in
June – July, 2014, by participating in public hearings in Burgas, organized as a parody by the Ministry.
It also took part in the preparation of A New Look at the Biosphere Reserves in Bulgaria Project, together with
the MoEW and Euronatur Germany.
Our representative was present at the interviews with applicants for Strandja Nature Park Director - 14.10.2014,
to ensure the transparency of the process and present to the broader public the visions and ideas for Strandja
Natural Park development, presented by the various applicants. We took part at Strandja - Known and
Unknown, a Bulgarian-Turkish seminar, organized by Green Balkans – Plovdiv, Europe Association and BBF under
Strandja region Joint Protection for Sustainable Development Project (21.10.2014).
In November we actively supported RIEW Burgas at Uzunbodzhak Biosphere Reserve Periodic Review, at MOEW
Nature Protection Service request.

3. Kaliakra Branch
In 2014 Kaliakra Visitor Center in Balgarevo was opened to visitors from March till October. For seven months
more than 800 tourists from Bulgaria, Western Europe, Russia and Ukraine visited the Centre. There they
learned more about the Black Sea and its inhabitants, sea habitats and flora and fauna along the coast.
The Visitor Center is managed by a technical assistant on a civil contract. REEFS project ensured the main
funding to the Centre in 2014. PC with multimedia, screen and sound system were purchased via the project to
diversify visitors’ awareness. The challenge is funding to be provided for the Centre’s operations in 2015.
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V. BBF PROJECTS REVIEW IN 2014
Project name: URGENT MEASURES TO RESTORE AND SECURE LONG-TERM ATANASOVSKO LAKE COASTAL
LAGOON CONSERVATION (short name: SALT OF LIFE)/LIFE11 NAT/BG/000362
Donor: EU LIFE+ Programme
Partners:
Associated partners: Bulgarian Society for Protection of Birds and Black Sea Salinas Ltd
Total value: 2 013 027 €, BBF’s budget is 510 265 €
2014 Costs: 135 621 BGN
BBF team: Diyana Kostovska – Project Manager; Radostina Tzenova; Snezhana Ivanova; Svetla Dalakchieva/Spas
Uzunov (since August), Diana Pavlova and Georgi Gyuzelev
Progress: Salt of Life Project aims to secure the long-term
Atanasovsko Lake coastal lagoon preservation. The lake has
one of the highest conservation values in Bulgaria and
definitely has a great EU importance as a rare ecosystem type
and a protected species habitat.
The work on A3 activity has been focused on two main
aspects: the classification of the sea salt production as a
mining or agricultural activity and studying the opportunities
to support the traditional sea salt production in the
Mediterranean countries and Bulgaria. A proposal for an
exception concerning the Natura 2000 payments measure was
submitted to the Thematic Group for RDP Development 2014 – 2020.
A4 Project action (interpretation programme for Atanasovsko Lake) implementation is slightly behind the
schedule, but this will not influence other project’s actions. A plan for contemporary interpretation system
around Atanasovsko Lake (A4) has been developed.
The project set a comprehensive scheme to monitor the lagoon’s biodiversity and its physic-chemical
characteristics (A5). During the reporting period the checklist of birds observed in Atanasovsko Lake was
updated and it included 318 counted species.
The concrete conservation actions (C1-C4) have been implemented in line with the project’s document. For
the reporting period 1 170 m wooden barriers and 3 470 m dykes were repaired (C1). Within the restoration
work nesting and roosting habitats for key bird species were increased with 14 816 m2. 6 895 m of the
Bypass channel has been cleaned with the purchased excavator - Dragline (C2). 7 100 m were cleaned from
the undesired vegetation on the top and slopes of the dyke, as well as on the slopes of the Bypass channel.
The action was implemented in extremely heavy weather conditions. Successful implementation so far of C2
activity increased the area of open water and increased the number of observed birds; 170 water birds were
counted in the channel (15th of March) among which 5 Ferruginous Ducks (near-threatened species by the
IUCN).
Small scale maintenance works at the shore part of the Water supply facility (mainly the Open channel)
have been undertaken in order to keep the water flow and hydrological regime suitable for the ecosystem
and salt production (C3).
To improve birds nesting habitats, two artificial islands (one wooden platform and one gravel island) with a
total area of 96 m2 were built in the southern part of the Lake during the Atanasovsko lake conservation
camp (C4).
The 2014 Annual Communication Plan (A6) was prepared. The Project’s web site is operating and provides
valuable information about the lagoon and project. A total of 82 news have been uploaded to the News
section. The active news section is one of the reasons for the Project’s web site high traffic. The majority of
the web site visits (86 %) are from Bulgaria and the highest number of visitors (49%) is from Burgas (49%)
(E1).
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Due to the high number of current basins with lye and
mud visitors (more than 2 300 per day in August) the
team decided to start developing in the third Quarter of
2014 (E3) some modules of the so-called Trail of the
Salt, earlier than planned. The trail consists of 3
attractive information panels with cube shape with
information about the salt production, lye and mud
healing characteristics and lagoon restoration, a wooden
and giant Salt molecule and an attractive artistic Salt of
Life graffito.
Two Salt Festivals were organised in 2013 and 2014 with
approximately 6 000 visitors. The Festival is one of the
most important project team communication channels
and also become an important regional event. It draws the interest of Burgas citizens and guests to
Atanasovsko Lake lagoon conservation and its importance for people and birds. Project’s objectives and
results were communicated to the broader public on different events (E4).
The meetings of Atanasovsko Lake Public Council, established within the Bulgarian-Swiss Biodiversity
Conservation Programme 15 years ago were renewed. Two meetings of the Public Council were organised
during the reporting period. The Council has a consultative role to the project’s team and is also used as an
information channel for the key stakeholders (E5).
In an effort to attract the media, different stakeholders and supporters, the Project team has organised
special events such as the Lake Name Day celebration, the Day of St. Athanasius the Great, the birthday of
the managed reserve, etc. (E6).
FOR THE BALKAN AND PEOPLE (LINKING NATURE PROTECTION AND SUSTAINABLE RURAL DEVELOPMENT)
PROJECT
Donor: Bulgarian-Swiss Cooperation Programme via the Civil Society Reforms Fund
Partners: Bioselena Organic Agriculture Foundation, Bulgarian Parks Association, Bulgarian Biodiversity
Foundation, Bulgarian Society for Protection of Birds, Executive Agency for Selection and Reproduction, World
Wide Fund for Nature, ProNatura, Schweitzer Vogelschutz – Bird Life Switzerland (SVS), Réseau – Echanges –
Développement Durable (REDD), Safeguard for Agricultural Varieties in Europe (SAVE) Foundation
BBF Team: Rumyana Ivanova, Radostina Tzenova, Dessislava Zhivkova, Snejana Ivanova, Vladimir Milushev,
Latinka Topalova, Katia Milusheva, Tania Schnell, Rossen Vassilev, Elitza Ivanova, Petar Todorov, Martina Koleva,
Petia Sheremetova, Bertrand Sansonnence and Pierre Galland
The Linking Nature project aims to demonstrate the link between the local development and nature protection,
by improving the quality of life in rural areas in Central and Western Balkan. As one of the partners, BBF is
responsible for the civil society involvement, development of future conservation leaders, foundation of Uzana
Children Nature Academy and the general project communication.
Component C.1 – the following activities have been implemented in 2014:
 The second part of the field studies, as well as the overall assessment of grazing impact, related to the
implementation of Seasonal Grazing Traditional Practices (Pastoralism) agro-ecological sub-measure
on natutaral habitats in Central Balkan National Park.
 Analysis of the economic effect of 214 Agro-ecological Payments Measure of Rural Areas Development
Program in Karlovo and Troyan municipalities area;
 Establishment of Pastoralism implementation working group;
 Start of the Strategic Plan development of mountain pastures management.
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Component C.2.1 – the following activities have been implemented in 2014:

 Further development of Uzana Children Nature Academy Concept. An architect and constructor were
involved;
 Start of interpretative programmes development;
 First training of animators;
 Signing formal Partnership agreement between BBF and Gabrovo municipality;
Component С.2.2 – the following activities have been implemented in 2014:
 The students activities have been maintained with weekly presentations at Sofia University, attracting
up to 180 participants;
 The summer student camp has been organized in Uzana with 25 participants;
Component С.3 – the following activities have been implemented in 2014:
 Annual biodiversity awards have been awarded in 5
categories. A committee, consisting of famous people,
has made the selection among a big number of
nominees. The ceremony has become a big public
event;
 A project presentation of the important festivals and
public events with over 6000 visitors. Special
information materials have been prepared and
distributed;
 The project partners took part in the Traveling University in Chiprovtsi. There have been also international
participants;
 The mailing list of For the Nature Coalition reached more than 20 000 registered members. The web site
has been visited more than 80 000 times;
 Regular coordination For the Nature Coalition meetings have been held;
 Volunteers have been engaged for nature protection activities. They contributed to Uzana Children
Academy design and maintenance of a wet meadow in Western Balkan, with a high biodiversity
importance;
 An important achievement was the signature of Memorandum between 9 nature protection and cultural
heritage organizations as a priority for tourism development;
Component D – Communication of the Project
The Project was well presented on regional, national and international events and its efforts and results
became more visible for general public. The October Annual Biodiversity Awards became very popular on a
national level through the internet and media. The Project was presented at the Networking and
Partnerships Forum, organized by Balkan Institute in October. A documentary films preparation concept of
For the Balkan and the People Project’s work and impact was prepared in September and discussed with the
13
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partners.
Several project’s e-bulletin editions were prepared and distributed.
PROJECT NAME: OSOGOVO IN THE GREEN BELT (SUPPORT THE OSOGOVO TRANS-BOUNDARY BIOSPHERE
RESERVE CREATION BETWEEN MACEDONIA AND BULGARIA
Partners: Macedonian Ecological Society – Macedonia, Frankfurt Zoological Society – Germany, Euronatur –
Germany
Total funding: € 10 300
2014 funding: € 8 240
BBF team: Petko Tzvetkov, Peter Todorov
The trans-boundary Project’s main objective remains unchanged: to create a trans-boundary Biosphere
Reserve according the Man and Biosphere (MaB) UNESCO Program in Osogovo region.
The project activities during 2014 included work in the following directions:
 Communication and distribution of the idea about biosphere parks and cooperation with the
interested parties. During the last years the efforts were directed towards improvement of the
cooperation with representatives of both Ministries of Environment and forestries and reserves
from both countries. The main activities related to the Bulgarian forestries and reserves included
regular meetings on their desire to be FSC (Forest Stewardship Council) certified and assessment of
forests with high conservation value. As a result of the communication during the year the
Nevestino Forestry Management expressed its desire to undertake steps for assessment of forests
with high conservation value for the forestry’s territory. This activity will be eventually conducted as
part of a new regional project, expected to start in the middle of 2015.
Series of meetings, related to the future of the Bulgarian biosphere reserves were also conducted as
part of the project implementation. A project team representative took part in the revision initiation
of the list of National MaB Committee members and the final approval of the new membership. As
a result two BBF members were chosen to participate in the Committee’s Executive Bearuau (the
second BBF representative is a deputy member).
 Transboundary cooperation. The activities aimed to improve the cooperation between the
Bulgarian and Macedonian MaB Committees, as a meeting between the two national Committees is
planned for 2015. Development of a new project proposal was made in 2014, the aim of which is to
secure activities continuation in Osogovo region.
 Forests management Improvement. After the forests with high conservation value were defined
during the previous project phases, the Osogovo Reserve continued its work of forest certification.
All information and maps developed by BBF will be used in the process.
 Popularizing actions. A book for Osogovo is under construction. Up until now the drafts for flora,
fungus, algae and protected areas for the Bulgarian part of the mountain was already prepared. The
finalization of the whole text as well as book translation and editing are forthcoming. An interview
for the lynx return in Osogovo and Osogovo biodiversity was conducted for one of the three main
national TVs.
PROJECT NAME: BELASITSA BEYOND BORDERS – CROSS-BORDER COOPERATION ON BALKAN GREEN BELT
Donor: German Federal Environment Foundation (DBU) – 50%; 50% joint funding by project partners
Partners: Belasitsa Natural Park Directorate, Kerkini Lake – Greece, Planetum Environmental Association –
Macedonia and Euronatur Foundation - Germany
Total Value: € 203 177
2014 Funding: € 82 000 euro
BBF team: Latinka Topalova-Zhezhiha, Vladimir Milushev, Simana Markovska, Martina Koleva, Desislava
Zhivkova
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The project team implemented a number of activities in 2014:
 Winter Belasitza tour – 33 participants, February 14th –
16th. The second of the three International Youth Camps,
planned in the project was held in the period of 21st – 26th
July 2014 in Greece on the territory of Lake Kerkini
National Park. During the camp the participants got to
know Belasitsa area and its Greek part. They visited the
most popular tourist attractions in the region and got
acquainted with Kerkini National Park’s work. The
youngsters visited the Alistrati cave, Amphipolis
Archaeological Museum, Rupel Fort, Vyroneia Aquarium
and last but not least, took a hot bath in the Agistro thermal springs. Furthermore they explored
the national park’s area by foot, jeep and boat. A significant part of the event were the educational
lectures on the National Parkland, Lake Kerkini Management, surrounding area biodiversity, tourist
focal points in the National Park, Environmental Education Program and the National Park
management.
 The Incredible Belasitsa photo exhibition was opened in
the beginning of 2014, while The Incredible Belasitsa
photo contest was held in the previous reporting period
– 2013. During the present reporting period the project
team continued its work on making the transborder
region more popular with the help of the Incredible
Belasitsa exhibition. For the period of June – August the
exhibition was exposed at the Visitor Information Centre
of Lake Kerkini National Park. All the visitors had the
chance to see 45 photos showing the best of Belasitsa in
Bulgaria, Greece and FYR Macedonia.
 Developing of student thesis on Belasitsa region. Four students were chosen instead of three (as
initially planned). All of them were well prepared and presented important and relevant topics. By
the end of October 2014 three of the theses were completed. Their topics were as follows:
o The murals of the church complex by the village of Vodocha (FYR Macedonia) – style and
iconographic characteristics, National Academy of Art , Sofia, Bulgaria;
o Research on ornitho-fauna and ornitho-tourism opportunities in Belsitsa Nature Park area,
Neofit Rilski South-West University, Blagoevgrad, Bulgaria;
o Research on Whitebacked (Picoides leucotos) and Black woodpecker (Dryocopus martius)
on chosen locations in Belasitsa Nature Park, Neofit Rilski South-West University,
Blagoevgrad, Bulgaria (Annex 9);
All three diploma theses contributed to the knowledge enrichment about Belasitsa region and all
three received excellent ratings. The murals of the church complex by the village of Vodocha (FYR
Macedonia) - style and iconographic characteristics thesis is focused on studying the murals of a
unique and valuable medieval cultural monument, situated in Strumica municipality, FYR
Macedonia.
 The last of the three planned exchanges for tourism products providers was organized and
performed in June 2014. For the period 21st – 22nd of June, 2014 six tourist businesses
representatives from the Belasitsa Nature Park area visited Greece and FYR Macedonia.
 The series of one day training courses for ecotourism key players started in October 2014 with two
courses held in Bulgaria, on the 29th and 30th in the administrative building of Belasitsa Nature Park
Directorate. The 15 participants in both trainings were tourist services providers from the locations,
situated at the Nature Park foothills, as well as guests from Greece and FYR Macedonia.
 A special image brochure (2 100 copies, 4 + 4 colours) was created to promote the natural and
cultural aspects of Belasitsa region in the 3 countries – Bulgaria, Macedonia and Greece.
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PROJECT NAME: BUILDING CAPACITY OF NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS, YOUTHS AND CITIZENS
FOR USE OF GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEMS (GIS) AND STRENGTHENING THEIR
MONITORING SKILLS AND ADVOCACY OF POLICIES FOR REGIONAL SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
Donor: NGO Program in Bulgaria under the European Economic Area Financial Mechanism 2009-2014
Partner: Norwegian Environment Agency
Total funding: € 49 438
2014 Funding: € 39 915
BBF team: Tanya Georgieva- Schnell, Yordanka Dineva and Peter Todorov
The main project’s goal is related with development of NGOs monitoring and advocacy capacity. This was
achieved through activities, aimed at:
 Development and implementation of capacity for monitoring, advocacy and influence on public
policies for sustainable development on local, national and international level;
 Development of mechanism for provision of NGOs knowledge to the society as a whole;
The project activities include:
 Spatial data inventory from 5 regions,
where BBF actively works.
 Data base development with 460 GIS layers,
including diverse information, related to
environmental protection and regional
sustainable development. All data base data
have the respective metadata, which are
created according to the INSIPRE Directive
principles. A web-based GIS platform
providing public database access was
prepared. The platform is an important step
and BBF’s contribution for the development
of spatial data sharing mechanisms in Bulgaria.
 In order to increase BBF members, other NGOs members and youths’ capacity for monitoring,
advocacy and work with spatial data, three trainings were conducted during the project.
 The Norwegian Environment Agency took also active part, as two Norwegian experts provided
consultancy, sharing of experience and knowledge in the field of civil monitoring and advocacy, as
well as development and management of systems for spatial data access. A website, providing
project information and link to the GIS platform was developed as part of the project:
www.gis.biodiversity.bg
PROJECT TITLE: FEASIBILITY STUDY FOR OSOGOVO TRANS-BORDER BIOSPHERE RESERVE
Donor: European Union through IPA Cross-border Cooperation Programme for Bulgaria and Macedonia.
Partner: Agricultural Sciences and Food Faculty, Ss. Cyril and Methodius University, Skopje, represented by
its regional office in Strumica
Total Value: € 145 003.77 or 283 591 BGN
Spent by BBF in 2014: 37 689 BGN
Project’s period: May 13th, 2014 – November 12th, 2015
BBF team: Martina Koleva - Project Manager; Katia Milusheva (until September 2014), Julia Yordanova (since
September 2014) - Project Accountant
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The project’s goal is to achieve a sustainable cross-border development of Osogovo region. The Biosphere
reserve offers possibilities for combining economic and social benefits for the local people, alongside
protecting valuable natural resources in a certain area.
In order to define Osogovo’s potential as a Biosphere reserve series of researches on the natural, cultural
and economic features of the region will be done; a sociological research will show local people and
institutions’ attitudes towards nature protection and sustainable development in this area.
Experts of the respective fields will conduct the necessary researches and prepare reports on the whole
Osogovo territory (Bulgarian and Macedonian part). On October 31, 2014, following a procedure for
contractors selection for external expertise provision, the following experts were selected to work for this
activity implementation: Stanislava Zahova – Cultural and Historical Heritage Expert; Simana Markovska –
Tourism Expert; Dimitar Sabev –Economics Expert; Stanislava Zahova - Sociology Expert; Metodija Velevski –
Fauna Expert; Natalija Melovska –Flora Expert; Oliver Avramoski – Forestry Expert; Vasko Hadzievski Agriculture Expert.
Until the end of the project, in 2015, following activities will be conducted:
 Bulgarian and Macedonian experts will coordinate their work during three joint meetings with the
administrative project team;
 On the basis of all conducted researches, a full feasibility study will be compiled to present common
analysis of the collected data and recommendations will be given;
 The final version of the study, accompanied by the experts’ reports will be issued in 3 languages Bulgarian, Macedonian and English.

PROJECT TITLE: PARTICIPATION FOR NATURE
Funding: Support Program for NGOs in Bulgaria under the European Economic Area Financial Mechanism,
2009-2014
Coordinator: BBF in partnership with Za Zemyata and Bluelink
Budget: € 80,542, of which 10% (€ 8,055) are own contribution provided by the beneficiary and partners;
2014 financing: € 14 497
BBF Team: Jordanka Dineva, St. Avramov, El. Ivanova, Petya Sheremeteva, R. Tzenova
The project aims to promote the NGOs involvement in the process of jointly formulating policies and making
decisions with institutions at a local, regional and national level. Although they have more than 10 years
history, civil and NGOs participation practices in the environmental decision-making are not satisfactory for
the civil Conservation community. The project will provide a structured and focused analysis and
improvement suggestions for the civil and NGO representation. It will also support local action groups to
solve urgent environmental problems, prepare and advocate the expertise, legal changes and policies
adoption.
Since the project’s start is only in the middle of November 2014, only a preparation work has so far been
carried out. We announced a competition for volunteers to the project team in the following positions:
biologists - for field work, compilation of signals and advocacy activities – a student in political or related
sciences, technical assistant project coordinator, website support, journalist and translatior of English. With
regard to the volunteering opportunities promotion we presented the Project in several Universities Biology Faculty of Sofia University, World Economy University and New Bulgarian University Career Center.
We received 33 applications of wonderful enthusiastic young people, who will certainly contribute to our
cause with their knowledge and skills.
The work on the strategic priorities preparation of For the Nature in Bulgaria Coalition started. All members
took part in the development of 8 points for collaboration, which were submitted to the Ministry of
Environment and Water, Ministry of Tourism, Ministry of Regional Development and Public Works and
Ministry of Agriculture.
Other preparatory activities were also done: tasks preparation for a site and contracts, looking for partners
for a civil activity contest, communication strategy preparation, we supported the stands for Kresna,
Momchil golf near Balchik and Karadere.
The real work, however, is yet to start in 2015.
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PROJECT TITLE: LIFE FOR BOURGAS LAKES
Donor: EU LIFE + Programme
Leading organization: BSPB
Partners: BBF, Royal Society for Protection of Birds, UK (RSPB), Burgas Municipality, Black Sea Salt Works AD
Total Value: € 1 743 000
2014 BBF financing: no
BBF team: Radostina Tsenova
2014 was an exceptional year for the project, which was requested by the team in order to successfully
complete some fell behind activities, mostly the plans adoption. This allowed us to issue the Wetlands Plan
in a highest quality and distributed it throughout the country in Bulgarian and English. On September 11th,
2014 we organized a special event in Burgas for the plan and other strategic project documents to all
interested parties and media. BBF participated actively in the organization of the project’s AfterLife meeting
in July, at which was decided how and who will continue to perform the important Burgas lakes
conservation activities. BBF took part in all final activities of the project - the exhibition opening at Poda
Center, signing an action plan in case of emergency, Student Conference on Burgas Lakes, etc.
PROJECT TITLE: ACTION PLANS FOR CAPERCAILLIE, THREE-TOED AND WHITE-BACKED WOODPECKER
Donor: Environment 2007 – 2013 Operational Programme
Partners: no
Total amount: 437 962.69 BGN
Amount for 2014: 198 597.06 BGN
BBF Team: Dimitar Plachiiski, Katerina Angelova, Stefan Avramov, Georgi Popgeorgiev, Petar Shurulinkov,
Dessislava Zhivkova
PROJECT TITLE: SPECIES ACTION PLANS FOR THE WOOD GROUSE, THE THREE-TOED WOODPECKER, AND THE
WHITE-BACKED WOODPECKER
Donor: Environment 2007 – 2013 Operational Programme
Partners: N/A
Total budget: BGN 437 962.69
2014 Funding: BGN 198 597.06
BBF team: Dimitar Plachiyski, Katerina Angelova, Stefan Avramov, Georgi Popgeorgiev, Petar Shurulinkov,
Desislava Zhivkova, etc.
The project was launched on April 1st, 2012; estimated end date: August 8th, 2015.
The project objectives include:
 Gathering and analyzing available information and studying the three bird species current status.
 Developing the three action plans drafts and related annexes;
 Involving a broad range of interested parties in the planning process and raising public awareness
for the three bird species;
The specific project objectives determine the three major project activities:
Activity 1. A study of the biology, ecology, distribution, relative abundance, limiting factors and habitat
characteristics of Wood Grouse, Three-toed Woodpecker and White-backed Woodpecker.
This activity provides gathering and analyzing all the available information about these species, conducting
key aspects field surveys of the biology, ecology, distribution and threats, related to the species and their
habitats, as well as studying the Wood Grouse role as a local quality indicator of the habitat and
biodiversity. The activity also provides the necessary information for analysis, planning and prescription of
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effective measures, securing the conservation of the target species.
The field studies, envisaged in the field survey contract were completed in 2014. During the entire contract
duration - from May 15th, 2013 to October 31st, 2014, the teams of 5 key experts and 24 field experts
(formed by the contractor) conducted a total of 791 field man-days as follows: 219 days studying the Wood
Grouse (in the following protected areas: Rila, Zapadni Rodopi, Pirin, Trigrad-Mursalitsa, Dobrostan,
Slavyanka, Zapaden Balkan, Persenk, Tzentralen Balkan, Sredna gora, and Vitosha), 395 days studying the
White-backed Woodpecker (in the following protected areas: Rila, Tzentralen Balkan, Dobrostan, Zapadni
Rodopi, Sredna gora, Kamchiyska planina, Zapaden Balkan, Pirin, Strandzha, Trigrad-Mursalitsa, Sinite
kamani-Grebenets, Batova, Vrachanski Balkan, Slavyanka, Vitosha, Persenk, Complex Ropotamo, Byala reka,
and Ponor), and 177 days studying the Three-toed Woodpecker (in the following protected areas: Rila,
Pirin, Zapadni Rodopi, Trigrad-Mursalitsa, Persenk, and Vitosha)
The Wood Grouse surveys were conducted within 2 field seasons, as provided by the contract’s technical
specification. The first field season covered the period May 15th-31st, 2013, and the second one – March 1st May 31st, 2014.
The Three-toed Woodpecker and the White-backed Woodpecker surveys were conducted within 4 field
seasons, as provided by the contract’s technical specification. The first field season covered the period from
May 15th to June 30th, 2013, the second field season covered the period from September 1st to October 31st
2013, the third field season covered the period from March 1st to June 30th, 2014, and the fourth one –
September 1st to October 31st, 2014.
All data, gathered in the field during the surveys was recorded in standardized field data forms. The forms
were always filled in within the field study, along with the record of findings, as envisaged by the contract’s
methodology. All field protocols information, gathered under the contract, was stored in an electronic
database, where the entire digital information, related to the relevant records as GPS coordinates
(Waypoints), GPS tracks and digital images was integrated. The electronic database was submitted on a HDD
together with the Final Report.
The surveys' results are to be analyzed during the development of the three species action plans.
The implementation of the project Activity 1
also included contracts for Wood Grouses
hunting and supplying GPS transmitters and
their relevant equipment, needed for the
Wood Grouse radio telemetry. The GPS
transmitters and their equipment were
delivered and three Wood Grouses were
caught and tagged with radio tracking
transmitters. The transmitters’ data was
regularly downloaded, recording a total of
11,357 GPS locations. The entire equipment,
envisaged for the Activity implementation was
purchased. After a project extension annex
was signed, the activity was to be completed
in August 2015.
Activity 2. Developing drafts of the three species action plans and related annexes
This project activity includes a development of GIS databases, GIS analyses and environmental analyses as
action plans annexes, as well as elaboration of the action plans texts, including prescriptions for
management and exploitation of the species and their habitats.
In 2014 the three action plans drafts were further developed. GIS layers with variables (forest cover
database) were developed for the National Parks, completing the GIS database basis. In a similar way the
field work digital maps were also updated. The biological information about the three bird species, gathered
and validated during the field studies was integrated into GIS on a monthly basis. The boundaries of the
habitat types, identified during the studies on the Wood Grouse indicator role were digitized. The layer with
the hunting regions boundaries in areas, where the Wood Grouse is subject to exploitation, was completed.
Based on the previously implemented studies, layers with the Wood Grouse lekking sites and the two
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Woodpecker species identified localities were developed. Every month, the radio transmitters' data were
converted and provisional GIS analyses of the Wood Grouse individual localities developed. The gathered
information was the basis for the Wood Grouse distribution model development in the Western Rhodopes.
Analyses of the Wood Grouse’s role as an indicator of high biological diversity were also elaborated.
Activity 3. Public discussions and target species promotion
In April 2014, Under the Wood Grouse’s Wing lecture and presentation was prepared and delivered as a
part of the BBF’s Conservation Academy, implemented by weekly lectures at the Biology Faculty of Sofia
University. In May 2014, The Good Woodpeckers population - the strongest evidence of the forest
management in your park presentation was prepared and delivered within a 5-day training course,
organized by the Parks Association in Bulgaria, intended to enhance staff’s capacity of the structures and
organizations, responsible for nature conservation, protected areas and NATURA 2000 network. In June
2014, The challenge called Wood Grouses photo hunting article was written and published in the Bulgarian
and English editions of Ecology 21 magazine. Another publication on the three target species - Wood
Grouse, White-backed Woodpecker, and Three-toed Woodpecker was prepared for European Wilderness
Society (www.wildreness-society.org) and published in November 2014, and another one for the CEEWeb
for Biodiversity (www.ceeweb.org) newsletter, published in December. On December 15th, 2015 Hristo
Botev program of the Bulgarian National Radio broadcasted an interview on woodpeckers and their
conservation with Dimitar Plachiyski. Photos and information on Woodpeckers were also published on BBF’s
Facebook profile. The BBF website sub-sites, dedicated to the Wood Grouse, Three-toed Woodpecker and
White-backed Woodpecker were updated. Materials for a new publication are currently being prepared.
Public discussions on the three species action plans are to be organized in 2015. The team will work on all
interested parties involvement in the discussion of the draft action plans, comments and recommendations,
made during the public discussions.
PROJECT TITLE: REEFS RESEARCH AND RESTORATION – THE ESSENTIAL FILTERS OF THE SEA
Donor: Black Sea Basin Joint Operational Programme 2007 -2013
Partners:
1. Mare Nostrum NGO, Romania;
2. Odessa Branch of Biology Institute of the Southern Seas (OBBISS)
– Ukraine;
3. ILIA State University, Tbilisi, Georgia;
4. Karadeniz Technical University, Trabzon, Turkey.
Total project budget: € 528 480.12
2014 BBF Funding: € 115 207.13
BBF Team: Petko Tzvetkov, Mariana Stoyanova, Dimitar Kozhuharov,
Julia Yordanova and Snezha Ivanova,
In 2014 the REEFS project was granted an extension till November
30th, 2015.
The main activities, carried out during the reported period are as follows:
 Getting permission from the Black Sea Basin Directorate- Varna for Artificial Reefs (ARs) deployment
in the Black sea in Kranevo polygon;
 Tender procedure for AR equipment supply and contract signing;
 The first modules for AR equipment – Shallow Water ARs and Deep Water ARs were delivered and
the first 5 modules of Shallow water ARs were placed in Kranevo polygon;
 Preliminary visits were organized by the project team in Romania, Ukraine and Georgia to define
with our partners the marine operations spots and the possibilities for ARs maintenance and
monitoring after the project’s end.
 Training about the Artificial Reefs role and functions was organized in Trabzon, Turkey. More than
40 participants from all partner organizations from Turkey, Georgia, Romania, Ukraine and Bulgaria
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took part in the training. The activities on the ARs installation, deployment and environmental
impact assessment still continue in 2015.
More information on the project’s progress can be found on the project’s web-site: http://reefsproject.net/
and on facebook: https://www.facebook.com/REEFSProject?ref=hl

PROJECT TITLE: DONATION CAMPAIGN FOR LEGAL PROTECTION OF NATURE
Donor: Bulgarian Charity Aid Foundation (BCAF), January – March 2014
Partners: no
Total amount of the project: 12 000 BGN
2013 funding: 2242.20 BGN
BBF Team: Petya Sheremetova and Jordanka Dineva
Project’s Aim: Organization of Legal Protection of Nature donation campaign to raise funds for juridical
cases for nature protection, initiated as part of To Achieve More Program - a program for training and
support in fundraising by BCAF
Legal protection for the To Save Kresna Gorge campaign - 850 BGN, used for attorneys' fees for appeal
http://justice.forthenature.org/2015/03/%D1%8E%D1%80%D0%B8%D1%81%D1%82%D0%B8%D0%B7%D0%B0%D1%89%D0%B8%D1%82%D0%B0%D0%B2%D0%B0%D1%82%D0%BA%D1%80%D0%B5%D1%81%D0%BD%D0%B0%D0%B1%D0%BB%D0%B0%D0%B3%D0%BE%D0%B4%D0%B0%D1%80%D0%B5%D0%BD%D0%B8/
Already 18 years environmentalists fight for the cause, that Struma motorway should be built in a way to
preserve the Kresna Gorge. At various campaign stages, the responsible Bulgarian institutions, represented
by the Ministry of Environment and Water and European Commission approve a plan a tunnel to be build,
but it is not fact yet, as speculations and attempts to be surrounded - continue! More information about the
Kresna campaign:
http://justice.forthenature.org/2015/02/%D0%BA%D0%B0%D0%BC%D0%BF%D0%B0%D0%BD%D0%B8%D1
%8F-%D0%B7%D0%B0-%D1%81%D0%BF%D0%B0%D1%81%D1%8F%D0%B2%D0%B0%D0%BD%D0%B5%D0%BD%D0%B0%D0%BA%D1%80%D0%B5%D1%81%D0%BD%D0%B5%D0%BD%D1%81%D0%BA%D0%B8-%D0%BF/
A call for funds raising for legal actions to cancel the detailed plan of White North Recreation Area was
published, because the plan has been prepared without carrying out the mandatory procedure for
evaluation of the necessity of environmental assessment and its approval violates at least two laws: The Law
for Environmental Protection (EPA) and the Law of Spatial Planning. In 2014 a contract with a lawyer was
signed to bring action into court, issue opinions to the institutions, etc.: MoEW, CM, MRD. The contract will
be paid in 2015.
CELEBRATION OF BIODIVERSITY DAY AND NATURA 2000 EXHIBITION
Donor: CEEWeb for Biodiversity
Partners: no
Total project budget: € 2300
BBF funding for 2014: € 2300
BBF Team: Petya Sheremetova, Stefan Avramov and El.
Ivanova
 A press conference for the biodiversity
conservation in Bulgaria urgent priorities was
organized on May 22nd, 2014 at BTA. The
presented information was published at 2 news
agencies, 2 radios and 20 online media;
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 Natura 2000 photo gallery was uploaded in Dnevnik online. There are more than 50 000 visits till
the moment:
http://www.dnevnik.bg/zelen/2014/05/22/2304757_fotogaleriia_suhranenata_diva_priroda_v_natura_2000/
http://www.dnevnik.bg/photos/2014/08/16/2362601_fotogaleriia_krasotata_na_bulgarskite_nezashtiteni_zo
ni/
 Organizing Natura 2000 exhibition in Bulgaria:
o
o
o
o
o

Sofia, August 8th-21st, 2014,
Beglika Free Fest, August 21st–24th, 2014, visited by more than 5000 visitors;
Burgas, September 1st-16th, 2014;
Sofia Zoo, September 18th, October 27th, 2014;
Sofia Challenges Days, December 2nd-4th, 2014;

PROJECT TITLE: PARTICIPATION AT THE BIOGEOGRAPHIC NATURA 2000 MANAGEMENT SEMINARS
Donor: CEEWeb for Biodiversity
Partners: no
Total project budget: € 8 400
BBF funding for 2014: € 8 400
BBF Team: Stefan Avramov

VI. FINANCIAL REPORT FOR 2014
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VII. BBF 2014 organization chart
BBF Board
Bertrand Sanssonen
Rossen Vassilev
Rumy Stoilova
Buryana Konaklieva
Plamen Dimitrov
Krassimir Detchev
Gottlieb Dandliker

Executive Bureau
Rumyana Ivanova (on maternity leave 1.04.14)
Stefan Avramov
Radostina Tzenova
Jordanka Dineva
Petko Tsvetkov
Desislava Jivkova

Executive Director
Rumyana Ivanova
Interim Executive Director
Radostina Tzenova (from 1.4.2014)

BBF Branch managers:
Strandja Branch – Radostina Tzenova
Belasitsa Branch – Latinka Topalova – Rzerzycha
Eastern Rhodopi Branch – Stefan Avramov
Kaliakra Branch – Petko Tzvetkov

Office coordinator

Chief Accountant

BBF Experts:
Desislava Jivkova - Project Administrator
Tanya Georgieva - Schnell - GIS expert
Peter Todorov - Ecologist, Project Coordinator
Petya Sheremetova - PR
Katerina Angelova - Expert European funding
Martina Koleva - Eco-tourism, Project Coordinator
Elena Urumcheva - Curator Kaliakra centre
Elitsa Ivanova - Student Activities Coordinator
Diyana Kostovska - Project Manager
Svetla Dalakchieva - Conservation activities
Spas Uzunov - Conservation activities
Vladimir Miloushev - Project Coordinator
Julia Yordanova - Finance Manager
Rossen Vassilev - Project Manager
Dimitar Plachiyski - Project Manager
Diana Pavlova - Expert Interpretation
Jordanka Dineva - Coordinator Projects & campaigns
Katya Milusheva - Project Administrator
Dimitar Kozhuharov - Project Administrator
Mariana Stoyanova - Expert International Cooperation

Offices of BBF
Head Office
Burgas Regional office
Blagoevgrad Regional Office
Varna Project Office
Kaliakra Visitor centre - Balgarevo
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